4-Day Cadaver Lab for the Acupuncturist

MAY 21—24, 2019 | 9:00 A.M—5:00 P.M. | BOULDER, CO

LOCATION: Laboratories of Anatomical Enlightenment, Inc.
5401 Western Avenue, Boulder, CO 80301

TUITION: $1895.00 L.Ac.
$1705.00 C.SMA, Acupuncture Interns & Repeats

INSTRUCTORS: Todd Garcia, Matt Callison & Brian Lau

26 NCAOM and CA CEU's Approved!

Class Description and Format

Each participant will be involved in a 4-day whole body cadaver dissection (fresh tissue – never embalmed). There will be four cadaver dissections occurring simultaneously with six participant dissectors per cadaver. Each participant in the group will have the opportunity to dissect and palpate all major systems and their related structures under the guidance of the master dissector, Todd Garcia. Matt Callison and Brian Lau will be participating in the dissection and opening each day with a presentation to the group on the channel systems and fascial structures for the participants to discover during the dissection. Each group member dissects a region to its completion in a way that will result in a learning opportunity for every member of the group.

TCM discussions are welcomed and encouraged in all groups. Bring acupuncture needles to practice needle depths, insertions and angles on the cadaver. The focus of this class is to learn whole body anatomy with lectures on all major systems. Anatomical discoveries and open forum discussions between dissection groups is encouraged. This class is imperative for the acupuncturist to not only learn underlying anatomy for acupuncture and motor points but the discovery of the zang-fu and the jing-luo internal pathways. Nothing can replace doing dissection firsthand, with your own hands and eyes. Each class participant will be a licensed acupuncturist or a student of an accredited TCM college. The participant will receive a dissection guide and schedule that must be reviewed before the class begins. This will be distributed to the paid participant two weeks prior to the class start date.

An SMA Foundational Course sponsored by AcuSport Education
To confirm available space for this class contact us at acusportorg@gmail.com

Todd Garcia's Biography
Todd Garcia is the owner and director of Laboratories of Anatomical Enlightenment, Inc. Mr. Garcia specializes in human dissection and has been teaching anatomy for over 15 years. His dissection experience is in the range of over 10,000 hours. Mr. Garcia is a faculty member of the Red Rocks Community College in Lakewood, Colorado, where he has been teaching human anatomy in the physicians assistant program for 10 years. He also teaches human anatomy for the emergency medicine department for Front Range Community College in Westminster, CO.

Enrollment Process
To secure enrollment, either mail the Enrollment Form with full tuition or a 50% deposit to the PO Box address provided below or scan and email the Enrollment Form to acusportorg@gmail.com. The remaining 50% balance is due April 21, 2019. Once full tuition is paid, an electronic copy of Todd Garcia’s Dissector and Schedule will be emailed address provided on the enrollment form.

Cancellations & Refund Policy
All cancellations must be sent by email to acusportorg@gmail.com. If notice of cancellation is received on or before April 20, 2019, a $50 cancellation fee will apply. Cancellations made on or after April 21, 2019, are not eligible for a refund. Participants will not be eligible for a refund for any courses cancelled less than 30 days prior to course date. The sponsor reserves the right to cancel an event due to low enrollment or other circumstances which would make the event non-viable. If the sponsor is forced to cancel an event, a full refund will be granted to those already registered.
Enrollment Form
4-Day Dissection Class for the Acupuncturist
MAY 21—24, 2019 | 9:00 A.M—5:00 P.M. | BOULDER, CO

LOCATION: Laboratories of Anatomical Enlightenment, Inc.
5401 Western Avenue, Boulder, CO 80301

TUITION: $1895.00 L.Ac.
$1705.00 C.SMA, Acupuncture Interns & Repeats

INSTRUCTORS: Todd Garcia, Matt Callison & Brian Lau

26 NCAAOAM and CA CEU's Approved!

Payment Information:
To secure enrollment, either mail the Enrollment Form with full tuition or a 50% deposit to the PO Box address provided below or scan and email the Enrollment Form to acusportorg@gmail.com. The remaining 50% balance is due April 21, 2019.

☐ Enclosed Check or Cashier's Check (please make check payable to AcuSport Education)
☐ Credit Card (a 3.75% processing fee will be added to tuition balance)

Enrollment Status:
☐ Licensed acupuncturist - $1895.00 or a 50% deposit of $947.50 is due to secure enrollment
☐ C.SMA, Acupuncture Interns and Repeats - $1705.00 or a 50% deposit of $852.50 is due to secure enrollment

Name & Total Amount of Payment Enclosed: ________________________________________________________________

Email: ___________________________ Phone Number: ___________________________

Payment by Credit Card:
Cardholder's Name ________________________________________________________________

Signature ________________________________________________________________

Billing Address ________________________________________________________________

Visa/MasterCard Number_________________________Exp Date ___ / ___ CVV________

☐ I have read and agree to the cancellation, refund, and enrollment policies.

Send Enrollment Form & Payment by USPS to Matt Callison at P.O. Box 7699, San Diego, CA 92167 | Email: Amy Stobbe acusportorg@gmail.com